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Abstract
Multi-perspective rendering has a variety of applications; examples include lens refraction, curved mirror reflection, caustics, as well depiction and visualization. However, multi-perspective rendering is not yet practical on polygonal graphics hardware, which so far has utilized mostly single-perspective (pin-hole or orthographic) projections.

In this paper, we present a methodology for real-time multi-perspective rendering on polygonal graphics hardware. Our approach approximates a general multi-perspective projection surface (such as a curved mirror and lens) via a piecewise-linear triangle mesh, upon which each triangle is a simple multi-perspective camera, parameterized by three rays at triangle vertices. We derive analytic formula showing that each triangle projection can be implemented as a pair of vertex and fragment programs on programmable graphics hardware. We demonstrate real-time performance of a variety of applications enabled by our technique, including reflection, refraction, caustics, and visualization.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.1 [Computer Graphics]: Hardware Architecture: Graphics Processors; I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism
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1. Introduction

A single-perspective image contains light rays passing through a single viewpoint. A multi-perspective image, in contrast, collects light rays across a multiple (and possibly infinite) number of viewpoints. For example, in viewing reflections off a curved mirror, the set of rays converging at a pin-hole camera is single-perspective, whereas the set of rays reflected off the curved mirror usually do not intersect at a single point and could only be modeled by a multi-perspective projection. Even though the majority of real-time rendering applications are based on single-perspective projection (e.g. pin-hole cameras), multi-perspective projection describes a variety of common phenomena, such as curved reflections [OR98, HSL01, YM05], refractions [GS04, Wym05], non-pinhole cameras [KMH95, SGN01], or caustics [WS03, PDC’03, Wym06]. In addition, multi-perspective images have important applications in depiction and visualization [RB98, AZM00, SK03].

So far, the most natural and common rendering method for multi-perspective projection is ray tracing. For example, reflection can be simulated by bouncing rays off curved mirror surfaces, and refraction can be achieved by bending rays through curved lens. Unfortunately, mapping ray tracing to graphics hardware is tricky, as it requires random accessibility with a database of scene triangles, which does not fit well with a SIMD feed-forward graphics pipeline [PBMH02, CHH02]. This problem is further exacerbated with dynamic scenes [CHCH06], which, unfortunately, is common for interactive applications such as gaming.

A variety of graphics hardware techniques have been proposed to simulate multi-perspective rendering without ray tracing. However, these techniques are often heuristics and applicable to only individual phenomena; to our knowledge there is no general framework for multi-perspective rendering on graphics hardware. For example, even though techniques exist for supporting multiple center-of-projections in VR applications [KKYK01, SSP04], they are limited to a...
Figure 1: Curved reflection of nearby objects is a classic example of multi-perspective rendering. Our multi-perspective framework renders more accurate reflection than a traditional environment map, which is single-perspective. In this example, we utilize 104 camera triangles to approximate the mirror. Each camera triangle is $64^2/2$ in size and the final rendering size is 800×600. All reported frame-rates are measured on a NVIDIA GeForce-7800-GT chip.

Few discrete single-perspective viewpoints and therefore unsuitable for continuously varying projections like general curved reflections or refractions. These phenomena can be simulated by representing scene objects as image sprites [SKALP05, Wym05], but it remains unclear how to robustly resolve the dis-occlusion problem, and how to perform visibility sorting of these multiple depth sprites efficiently via hardware z-buffering.

So why is multi-perspective rendering difficult on polygonal graphics hardware? For a general multi-perspective model, each pixel can have a unique camera projection matrix. This means that the proper vertex transformation is unknown until the vertex is projected to a known pixel location; a classic chicken-and-egg dilemma.

We resolve this difficulty by grouping and rendering coherent bundles of rays together, rather than by tracing individual rays. Our main idea is inspired by beam tracing [HH84], in that a curved reflector/refractor is tessellated into a coarse polygonal representation followed by rendering rays bouncing off the same polygon together as a coherent beam. However, beam tracing cannot be directly implemented on graphics hardware, as rays belonging to the same beam might not intersect at the same eye point, which is a necessary condition for a pin-hole camera modeling. In our technique, we model each beam of rays as a multi-perspective camera triangle, and render these rays by passing down geometry as in a traditional feed-forward graphics pipeline. Specifically, we render each multi-perspective camera triangle in a separate rendering pass, where the multi-perspective projection is achieved via a pair of customized vertex and pixel programs. The final multi-perspective rendering is then accomplished by stitching together result images rendered by individual camera triangles.

A noteworthy feature of our technique is that the entire rendering process is fully compatible with a feed-forward pipeline, and no ray tracing scene database is used in particular. As a result, we can render dynamic scenes naturally without the need for any pre-processing, such as building an acceleration data structure or converting scene objects into image sprites. The disadvantage of our technique is that it is brute force, since we have to render each scene triangle in each multi-perspective camera triangle in the worse case. However, we will present acceleration techniques to ameliorate this performance problem. In addition, we believe our technique would scale well with future generation graphics chips due to its affinity with a feed-forward graphics pipeline.

1.1. Overview of Our Methodology

Given a general curved projection surface of a multi-perspective camera (such as a curved reflector), we first approximate it with a piecewise-linear triangle mesh. At each mesh vertex we compute a ray direction, based on the original camera model. Under this representation, each mesh triangle can be considered a simple multi-perspective camera, where the ray of each camera pixel is computed from the three vertex rays. Due to the shared vertex directions, we guarantee at least $C^0$ continuity of rays across adjacent triangles.

We render individual multi-perspective cameras via the ordinary feed-forward polygonal graphics pipeline, and then map this piecewise-linear rendering result back onto the original multi-perspective surface via standard texture mapping. Specifically, we collect texture maps corresponding to individual camera triangles into a joint texture atlas. Even though this approach is only approximate, it provides visually satisfactory results and eliminates the problem of per-pixel projection matrix.

We demonstrate that correct multi-perspective projection of each camera triangle can be computed via a pair of vertex and fragment programs on programmable graphics hardware [LKM01]. Since a straight line in space can be projected into a curve in a multi-perspective camera, for correct ras-
terization of a scene triangle, we customize both vertex and fragment programs. In our vertex program, we compute the vertices of the bounding triangle for the projected triangle, defining the proper region for rasterization. In our fragment program, we render the projected triangle out of the bounding triangle by calculating the 3D intersection point between the rasterized triangle and the ray emanating from the current pixel, and from this intersection we interpolate the pixel attributes (depth, color, and texture coordinates) for correct multi-perspective effects.

1.2. Our Contribution

The key contribution of our approach is the idea of casting this difficult multi-perspective rendering problem into an algorithm suitable for feed-forward graphics pipeline. To our knowledge, this approach has not been published before. We provide implementations for rendering multi-perspective images via special shader programs on graphics hardware. We demonstrate a variety of applications enabled by our technology, including reflection, refraction, caustics, and visualization.

2. Our Approach

As described in [Gla00], any continuous multi-perspective projection can be parameterized by two curved surfaces; one for lens and the other for imaging. This parameterization is general enough to model a variety of multi-perspective phenomenon such as real camera lens and curved reflectors, most of which have continuous variations in the projection directions. This continuous requirement also avoids the difficulty of depth compositing multiple single-perspective images [AZM00]. Because of these advantages, we adopt this continuous representation for multi-perspective projection. Our goal now is to approximate this projection on graphics hardware.

One naive method is to pre-compute the projection points on the imaging surface for a dense sample of 3D locations, and store the result within a texture map. This technique is general enough to handle many situations (as long as each 3D point has a unique projection), but suffers from the usual sampling and texture storage problems.

In our approach, we analytically compute the projection without sampling or extra texture storage. Given a multi-perspective projection surface, we approximate it via a piecewise-linear triangle mesh, as shown in Figure 2. At each vertex of the piecewise-linear mesh, we specify a ray based on the property of the original input. (Note that this is equivalent to the representation in [Gla00].) For example, in simulating a multi-perspective camera, the ray directions are determined by bending the eye rays through the camera; while in rendering reflection, we specify normals as the ray directions and compute the true reflection directions by reflecting the eye position around the interpolated normals at each pixel.

![Figure 2](image_url): Illustration for piecewise-linear approximation (shown in black) of a curve projection surface (shown in gray). In 2D, each triangle (line segment) is a pin-hole camera with center-of-projection at the intersection of the two vertex directions. However, in 3D, each triangle is a multi-perspective camera because the three vertex rays might not intersect at the same point.

For GPU rendering, we treat each triangle on the simplified mesh as a simple multi-perspective camera. To render the multi-perspective projection of the entire mesh, we first render the sub-images at each camera triangle and store the results into a joint texture map. From this joint texture map, we render the original projection surface in a subsequent rendering pass via standard texture mapping. The correspondence between the original surface and the joint texture map is computed in a pre-process and depends on the particular application at hand.

The projection of each triangle camera is determined by the projection directions at the three triangle vertices. In general, this may not be a pinhole or orthographic camera since the three rays might not intersect at the same point. Our goal is to find a parameterization for the rays at each camera pixel so that (1) the parameterization interpolates exactly at the three camera vertex directions and (2) the parameterization is \( C^0 \) continuous across the edges shared by adjacent camera triangles. Even though alternative techniques exist for parameterizing non-pinhole cameras [YM05, MPS05], neither preserves projection continuity across adjacent cameras in general situations. GLC guarantees \( C^0 \) continuity only if the adjacent cameras are co-planar or if the cameras are infinitely small [Yu05], while [MPS05] utilizes radial distortions for extending object silhouettes so there is no \( C^0 \) continuity even if two adjacent cameras are co-planar.

To satisfy these continuity requirements, we propose the use of barycentric interpolation, as illustrated in Figure 3. Given a camera triangle \( \Delta v_1v_2v_3 \) with normalized rays \( \vec{d}_1 \), \( \vec{d}_2 \), and \( \vec{d}_3 \), we define the ray \( \vec{d} \) at an arbitrary pixel \( \hat{p} \) via standard barycentric coordinates:

\[
\vec{d} = w_1 \vec{d}_1 + w_2 \vec{d}_2 + w_3 \vec{d}_3
\]

\[
w_i = \frac{\text{area}(\Delta pv_jv_k)}{\text{area}(\Delta v_1v_2v_3)} i,j,k=1,2,3, i\neq j\neq k
\]

(1)

Obviously, barycentric interpolation would return exact values of \( \vec{d}_1 \), \( \vec{d}_2 \), and \( \vec{d}_3 \) at the camera triangle vertices, and the computation is \( C^0 \) continuous across adjacent triangles, so both requirements listed above are satisfied.
Given this parameterization, we can compute the projection $\bar{p}$ of a space point $\bar{q}$ or vice versa (Figure 4). The computation of $\bar{q}$ from $\bar{p}$ can be efficiently performed by intersecting the ray $\bar{d}$ from $\bar{p}$ with scene triangles. The computation of $\bar{p}$ from $\bar{q}$ involves solving a quartic equation, as detailed in Appendix A. Even though quartic equations can be solved algebraically, they are still too complex for efficient GPU implementation; fortunately, we do not need to explicitly perform this operation, since we only need to compute $\bar{q}$ from $\bar{p}$.

Figure 4 demonstrates the projection $\triangle p_1p_2p_3$ from a scene triangle $\triangle q_1q_2q_3$, following Equation 1. In general, $\triangle p_1p_2p_3$ can have curved edges due to our multi-perspective projection (Figure 4 middle right); two curved edges may intersect each other (Figure 4 middle right); and a space point might have multiple projections (Figure 4 bottom right). Obviously, these effects cannot be achieved in a fixed-function graphics pipeline because a fixed-function rasterization can only produce straight projected lines from straight space lines.

To resolve this issue, we utilize programmable features of current GPUs, and customize both vertex and fragment programs to render the curvilinear multi-perspective projection effects. Due to the independent processing of triangles in a feed-forward graphics pipeline, we only discuss how to properly render a scene triangle $\triangle q_1q_2q_3$; the same operation would be applied for every other triangles. In our vertex program, we estimate the bounding triangle $\triangle b_1b_2b_3$ for the (unknown) projected triangle $\triangle p_1p_2p_3$, defining the proper region for rasterization. In our fragment program, we render $\triangle p_1p_2p_3$ out of $\triangle b_1b_2b_3$ by calculating the 3D intersection point $\bar{q}$ between scene triangle $\triangle q_1q_2q_3$ and the ray $\bar{d}$ emanating from the current pixel $\bar{p}$, and from this intersection we interpolate the pixel attributes (depth, color, and texture coordinates) for correct multi-perspective effects. The details are described below.

2.1. Vertex Program: Compute Bounding Triangle

In our vertex program, we compute, for each space vertex of the rasterized scene triangle $\triangle q_1q_2q_3$, the corresponding vertex on the bounding triangle $\triangle b_1b_2b_3$ so that it wholly contains the projection $\triangle p_1p_2p_3$ (Figure 5). Even though a variety of techniques exist for calculating bounding triangles, we have to choose an algorithm that is suitable for efficient vertex program implementation; a complex algorithm that yields tight bounding region might be less favorable due to its complexity. In addition, the bounding algorithm must be robust enough to handle a variety of situations as depicted in Figure 4. To satisfy these goals, we propose the following bounding triangle computation.

For each scene triangle vertex $\{q_i\}_{i=1,2,3}$, we compute corresponding projections $\{p_{ij}\}_{i,j=1,2,3}$ where $p_{ij}$ is the projection of $q_i$ in the direction of $d_j$ (see Figure 5 for illustration). Obviously, $\triangle p_1p_2p_3$ is wholly contained within the convex hull formed by $\{p_{ij}\}$ since the projection $d$ of each $\bar{p}$ inside $\triangle p_1p_2p_3$ is computed from barycentric interpolation of $\{d_i\}_{i=1,2,3}$ (Equation 1). So now if we could find a bounding triangle $\triangle b_1b_2b_3$ that contains all the nine points $\{p_{ij}\}$, then we can guarantee that $\triangle b_1b_2b_3$ contains $\triangle p_1p_2p_3$.
Since we do not know the exact shape of \( \triangle p_1p_2p_3 \) (it can have odd shapes as shown in Figure 4 and even the computation of \( \{p_i\}_{i=1,2,3} \) involves solving quartic equation), we simply enforce the edges of \( \triangle b_1b_2b_3 \) to be parallel to the lines \( \{L_i\}_{i=1,2,3} \) where each \( L_i \) is orthogonal to \( \vec{d}_i \) and lies on the camera plane. (In singularity situations of \( \{d_i\} \) such as one of them being orthogonal to the camera plane or two of them as parallel, we simply pick \( \{L_i\} \) to be the edges of the camera triangle.) To compute edge \( \vec{b}_i/\vec{f}_j \), all we need to do is to find the point among \( \{p_i\}_{i,j=1,2,3} \) that is outmost from \( L_{k,j}\neq i \) (in terms of the signed edge equation). For example, in Figure 5, \( p_{13} \) determines \( \vec{b}_1/\vec{f}_2 \) because \( p_{13} \) is closest to \( L_3 \) among \( \{p_i\}_{i,j=1,2,3} \). Even though this algorithm does not provide the most tight bounding, it works reasonably well; when \( \{d_i\} \) is coherent and \( \triangle q_1q_2q_3 \) is not far away from the camera plane, the bounding region is usually pretty tight.

The above computation for \( \triangle b_1b_2b_3 \) can be efficiently implemented in our vertex program. As a pre-process, we compute the line equation for each \( \{L_i\}_{i=1,2,3} \) and store the results as program constants. Inside our vertex program, we compute \( b_i \) from \( \vec{q}_i \) as the intersection of the two lines \( \{\vec{b}_i/\vec{f}_j\}_{j=1,2,3,j\neq i} \). Each \( \vec{b}_i/\vec{f}_j \) can be determined by figuring out which \( \{p_i\}_{i,k\neq j} \) evaluates maximum value with the line equation \( L_{k,j}\neq i \). In total, this requires only six line equation evaluations and a single line-line intersection computation inside our vertex program.

We pass down this bounding triangle \( \triangle b_1b_2b_3 \) to the rest of the graphics pipeline for rasterization and fragment computation. For each computed vertices \( \{\vec{b}_i\}_{i=1,2,3} \), we attach information of all three of the original vertex \( \{\vec{q}_i\}_{i=1,2,3} \) (via unused texture coordinate slots) so that the fragment program can perform correct interpolation and projection.

### 2.2. Fragment Program: Space Point for Pixel

In our fragment program, for each pixel \( \vec{p} \), the corresponding 3D point \( \vec{q} \) on \( \triangle q_1q_2q_3 \) so that \( \vec{q} \) projects onto \( \vec{p} \). This \( \vec{q} \) can be efficiently computed via ray-triangle intersection between the ray \( \vec{r} \) at \( \vec{p} \) and the plane containing \( \triangle q_1q_2q_3 \) [CHH02]. From the barycentric coordinates of \( \vec{q} \) on \( \triangle q_1q_2q_3 \), we interpolate depth, color, and texture coordinates from the corresponding values stored on \( \{\vec{q}_i\}_{i=1,2,3} \). If the intersection point \( \vec{q} \) is outside \( \triangle q_1q_2q_3 \), we simply throw away the pixel (via fragment kill) without further computation since it is not part of the projected triangle \( \triangle p_1p_2p_3 \). In some sense, we use our fragment program to carve out the curved boundary of \( \triangle p_1p_2p_3 \). Note that this effect cannot be achieved via [LB05] because it operates in texture space and therefore cannot handle triangle boundaries.

### 2.3. Scene Construction

Here, we describe further details on how we construct the camera triangles and the joint texture maps. From a curved reflector/refractor surface, we perform mesh simplification via progressive meshes [Hop96], and select a simplified mesh with proper number of triangles as our multi-perspective camera mesh to meet the target quality/performance goals. We then establish the correspondence between the original surface and the coarse camera mesh via normal shooting as described in [SGG*00]; this essentially determines the texture coordinates parameterizing the original surface over the coarse camera mesh. For each camera mesh triangle, we allocate a uniform-size right angle triangle in the joint texture atlas (similar to [SGG*00]). Because of this, the texture packing is trivial without wasted texture space as in a general atlas.

Our current tessellation and packing process is static; we leave dynamic parameterization as a potential future work.

### 2.4. Limitations and Discussion

The major disadvantages of our approach are (1) the rendering every triangle in each camera, and (2) the over-estimation of bounding triangle size. Further disadvantages include our inability of taking advantage of early z-cull since our fragment program computes per-pixel depth values based on ray-triangle intersection. Below, we discuss our strategies to address these performance issues.

**Object Culling** One possible acceleration to reduce our vertex workload is to pre-compute bounding boxes for scene objects, and for each camera, only to render those objects which fall within the camera viewing frustum. This can be achieved either in object space on CPU, or via the occlusion query feature on NVIDIA graphics cards. (However, care must be taken with occlusion query because it may incur pipeline flux depending on the particular graphics card.)

**Bounding Triangle Culling** Even though in theory every triangle needs to be rasterized by every camera, in reality, it often happens that each camera only sees a subset of the triangles, even for objects surviving the culling. In our approach, we can further cull away triangles whose bounding region is outside the camera as follows. We associate a clipping region with each camera triangle and use the hardware viewport clipping to clip away bounding triangles that are totally outside the clipping region. Note that even though our multi-perspective camera could in theory have non-planar side-polygons on the clipping frustum, our clipping can be simply performed by considering the bounding triangle on the camera plane, since our vertex program always transforms vertices onto the camera plane and we compute the true 3D position by ray-triangle intersection in the fragment program. If we were to perform culling in the 3D viewing frustum, the problem would be much more complicated; fortunately, we do not have to.
Camera Tessellation Level To achieve optimal performance, we have to balance the workload between vertex and fragment stages. This can be achieved by proper tessellation of our multi-perspective projection surface to yield the optimal camera triangle sizes; the more and smaller the camera triangles, the more vertex work (because every scene vertex needs to be transformed in every camera triangle without other acceleration) but less fragment work (because the overdraw ratio between bounding triangles and projected triangles are smaller due to increased coherence between the rays at camera triangle vertices). The ideal level of subdivision depends on the specific scene and graphics hardware, and can be determined empirically. (See Table 1 and Figure 6 for an example.) Note that since we do not perform any context switch (i.e. pipeline flush) between camera triangles, there is no stall penalty associated with using multiple camera triangles.

We have performed a performance profiling of our algorithm with a particular scene as demonstrated in Figure 7.

We discuss further disadvantages of our method when compared with other techniques in specific application domains (Section 3).

3. Applications

Our core algorithm described above enables a variety of real-time applications on graphics hardware. Below, we present a subset of the potential applications and describe their implementation details. Even though techniques exist for modeling each of the following individual applications, these techniques are often heuristics and there is a lack of general framework for multi-perspective rendering on graphics hardware. For each application, we compare our technique with previous work, discussing relative pros and cons.

We summarize our application scene statistics in Table 1 for easy reference.

3.1. Curved Reflection of Nearby Geometry

Reflection off curved mirrors is a classic example of multi-perspective projection [YM05]. However, it remains a daunting task to render curved reflection of nearby geometry for dynamic scenes in real-time. Previous work either assumes distant objects as in the classical environment maps [BN76], planar reflectors [DB97], static scenes [YYM05], or relies on heavy pre-computation [HSL01]. [SKALP05] renders near reflection by approximating scene objects as depth imposters; because these imposters are rendered from a single perspective, disocclusion artifacts may appear if the imposters are reused from a different viewpoint [MPS05]. [OR98] is one of the few methods that satisfy the above requirements, but since its image quality depends on fine tessellation of scene geometry, this computation requirement may prevent real-time performance.

Our technique supports curved local reflection by tessellating the reflector surface into piecewise-linear camera triangles, as illustrated in Figure 2. We pre-compute the correspondence between the original reflector and its piece-wise linear approximation. During rendering, the individual camera triangles are first rendered as described in Section 2 with following minor difference; instead of assigning projection rays at vertices and perform barycentric interpolation for pixels, we instead assign surface normals at vertices, perform interpolation in rasterizer, and from interpolated normals and eye point we compute the reflection rays per fragment. This would yield a more accurate reflection computation than direct interpolation as pointed out by [YM05]. We then texture map the original reflector by the rendered camera triangles via the pre-computed correspondence.

Figure 1 compares our technique with environment mapping and ray tracing. As shown, our technique provides more accurate rendering of near-object reflections than environment maps while operating in real-time.

Compared to [OR98], the disadvantage of our approach is that we require a separate rendering pass for each camera while [OR98] needs only one pass. The advantage of our approach is that we do not need to subdivide the scene geometry. In addition, since we do not need to build virtual vertices as in [OR98], our technique naturally handles convex, concave, and mixed-convexity reflectors (as demonstrated in Figure 1).

Figure 7 illustrates a more complex scene with a shiny teapot reflecting many dynamic objects. Due to the mas-
## 3.2. Curved Refraction of Nearby Geometry

Refraction through a single curved interface is another classic example of multi-perspective projection. There exists a variety of techniques for simulating refraction on GPUs. [GS04, DB97] simulates multiple refractions of planar interfaces. [Sou05] renders refractions through mostly planar surfaces with small bumps such as water waves by perturbing texture coordinates. These techniques all achieve real-time performance, but could not be applied for curved refractors. [Wym05] renders curved refractors by storing as depth images the backface of the refractor as well nearby scene objects. The technique can handle two-sided refractions, but is approximate in nature and suffers from sampling and aliasing artifacts since it is image-based.

Our technique can be naturally applied for rendering single curved refraction by approximating the refraction interface via a piece-wise linear camera surface, as shown in Figure 8 (a). In fact, our algorithm for rendering single refractions is quite similar to our reflection algorithm; the major difference lies in the computation of rays at camera triangle vertices. Figure 9 demonstrates curved refractions rendered by our technique.

A disadvantage of our approach is that our multi-perspective camera cannot directly handle multiple refractions. As illustrated in Figure 8 (b), multiple refractions...
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Figure 9: Near-object refraction through curved interface. We utilize 12 camera triangles to approximate the refractor. Each camera triangle is $128^2/2$ in size and the final rendering size is 800×600.

would bend the rays so that the camera vertex projections are no longer straight lines, and this is beyond the basic parameterization of multi-perspective cameras. We leave it as a future work to extend our technique for multiple refractions. Compared to [Wym05], the advantage of our approach is that we allow hardware depth sorting of all refracted geometry without conversion to any image-based representation. As a consequence we project the scene geometry with greater accuracy and we do not suffer from geometry sampling or aliasing artifacts.

3.3. Caustics

![Caustics Diagram]

Figure 10: Rendering caustics via our technique. In the first pass, we render a multi-perspective image from the light source’s point of view, and store the result in the photon-location map. In the second pass, we render a normal image from the eye’s point of view, splatting pixels from the photon-location map for adding caustics.

Caustics occur when light is focused by curved reflection or refraction. Our technique can be directly extended for rendering caustics via a standard two-pass process as demonstrated in previous work [Wym06, PDC03, WS03]. As illustrated in Figure 10, in the first pass, we render multi-perspective reflection or refraction of scene geometry into the light source’s point of view, via our techniques as described earlier. The result is stored in a photon location map, recording the information about the surface point reached by the light, such as position and depth. In the second pass, we approximate caustics intensity as the relative solid angle (seen from light source’s point of view) of the photon-location map triangle and caustic triangle (i.e. $\frac{\text{angle}(\Delta a)}{\text{angle}(\Delta)}$).

Ray tracing
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Figure 11: Rendering caustics by our technique. We utilize 400 camera triangles to approximate the reector. Each camera triangle is $64^2/2$ in size. The photon-location map size is 512×512 and the final rendering size is 640×480. The frame-rate is lower than other applications because more than 50% of the frame time is spent on photon splatting.

Figure 10) as described in [Wym06]. We render the final image from the eye’s point of view and add caustics by splatting pixels from the photon-location map. Figure 11 demonstrates caustics effects rendered by our technique.

3.4. Multi-perspective Visualization

In addition to physical phenomenon such as reflection, refraction, or caustics, multi-perspective rendering could also be applied for visualization. As demonstrated in previous work [AZM00, SK03, YM04], multi-perspective rendering could unveil more information on a single image than traditional single-perspective rendering. However, most previous methods rely on image capturing or offline ray tracing for multi-perspective rendering, and this greatly diminishes its applicability in real-time applications.

Our technique can be directly applied for real-time multi-perspective visualization by constructing a (potentially dynamically varying) multi-perspective camera, approximated by our piecewise-linear surface. An example rendering effect achieved by our technique is demonstrated in Figure 12.

4. Concluding Remarks

Since its inception, programmable graphics hardware has been applied to a variety of applications beyond what was originally intended for real-time polygon rendering. So far, the majority of these extensions focus on the pixel-shading effects; the geometry transformation remains relatively unexplored except for a few applications such as vertex skinning or displacement.

In this paper, we have demonstrated that the vertex and fragment programs can be customized for multi-perspective rendering, allowing real-time applications to break from the barrier of the traditional pin-hole camera model. Even though the speed of our implementation might not be as fast as say, OpenRT [DWBS03] on CPUs, we believe our
approach will favor better with the performance improvement in future feed-forward graphics hardware. Furthermore, OpenRT and other ray tracing techniques are often limited to static scenes (or with limited animation) whereas our technique naturally handles dynamic scenes with unrestricted motions. We hope the publication of our work can inspire future research for real-time applications of multi-perspective rendering, as well as a deeper exploration of the potential of programmable graphics hardware.

One major limitation of our current implementation is the over-estimation of bounding triangle region; as shown in Table 1, the ratio of rasterized bounding triangle fragments to the rendered fragments can be high, depending on the particular scene characteristics. Even though we perform fragment kill for all fragments that do not lie inside the triangles, there is still significant computation wasted. This problem can be addressed by either finding a better bounding triangle estimation algorithm on our current barycentric parameterization, or by devising a fundamentally new multi-perspective camera parameterization that allows for tighter bounding triangle estimation than our current barycentric technique. Specifically, even though [YM05] does not provide the necessary C⁰ continuity we require, we have found their GLC parameterization much more elegant for mathematical analysis, and in particular for computing a tighter bounding triangle. We envision extending GLC for C⁰ or higher continuity across non-planar tiling would be both theoretically interesting and practically important.

Another potential future work is to extend our technique for multi-bounce reflections and refractions via proper multi-pass rendering. Finally, since most current multi-perspective visualizations are based on single static images [RB98, SK03], an interesting future direction is to ask what kind of new experience could be achieved if the user could freely navigate within a virtual environment in real-time under a multi-perspective camera?
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Appendix A: Projection Computation

Figure 3 illustrates a triangle under general linear projection. For triangle vertices v₁, v₂, and v₃, projection directions are specified as unit vectors in d₁, d₂, and d₃. Now given an arbitrary point q in space, our goal is to find its projection p on the Δv₁v₂v₃ plane, so that q - p is interpolated from d₁d₂d₃ via the same barycentric coordinates of p.

Specifically, we need to solve the following system of equations

\[ \begin{align*}
\bar{p} &= w₁\bar{v₁} + w₂\bar{v₂} + w₃\bar{v₃} \\
\bar{q} - \bar{p} &= c \left( w₁\bar{d₁} + w₂\bar{d₂} + w₃\bar{d₃} \right) \\
1 &= w₁ + w₂ + w₃
\end{align*} \] (2)

where the unknowns include \( \bar{p} \), the barycentric coordinates \( w₁, w₂, w₃ \) and the scaling constant c.

Adding the first two lines of the above equation, we obtain

\[ \begin{align*}
\bar{q} &= w₁ (\bar{v₁} + cd₁) + w₂ (\bar{v₂} + cd₂) \\
&\quad + (1 - w₁ - w₂) (\bar{v₃} + cd₃)
\end{align*} \] (3)

Since we have three unknowns \( w₁, w₂, c \) and three equations (\( \bar{q} \) is a three-vector), Equation 3 can be solved under general conditions. Specifically, the equation can be reduced to a quartic polynomial of \( w₁ \) and solved exactly [HE95].

\[ \sum_{i=0}^{4} c_i w₁^{4} = 1 \] (4)

Since Equation 4 has four roots, we find the true solution by eliminating non-real roots and those solutions that are outside the camera triangle. But in general, it is possible for a space point q to project onto multiple positions; an example is shown in Figure 4.
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